Absence is crucial to the evocation of horror, marking out limits to sense, knowledge and representation. Linked to space, horror's architectural, anthropological, philosophical and literary dimensions open up to darkness, emptiness, revulsion or dread, to raise questions of rationality, the sacred, home, corporeality and human subjectivity. Horror's movements broach an otherness that is both unpresentable and intimate, imaginary and real. 
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the digital' (Hayles 2002: 802; Hansen 2004: 628) . Early impressions printed the word 'house' as 'house' -in slight superscript (suggestive of typewriting or typesetting malfunction) and in blue ink: blue is the colour of a hyperlink and of the screen background used in film for post-production projection or animation (Hayles 2002: 792) . Extracts were posted online in PDF format before publication. Hypertext, network and multimedia dominate critical discussions. Postmodern play prefigures fictional immersion in digital technologies heralding the end of an era of print, meaning, reference and reality. 7 The move, leaving modernity behind, also raises questions of the status of human subjects, of the literature celebrating self and of the horror that marked the very limits of human existence.
House of Leaves keeps returning to horror, extends its formal and affective range at the same time and in the very same gesture: repetitive escalation of techniques and topics and incessant self-reflexive commentary threaten exhaustion. It begins with the generic limits it needs and exceeds: the film footage at its heart -a documentary record of dubious provenance detailing disturbing occurrences in a family house -is marked by and escapes generic classification. The Navidson Record is 'uneasily contained', the narrator-editor comments: even 'if finally catalogued as a gothic tale, contemporary urban folkmyth, or merely a ghost story' it 'will still, sooner or later, slip the limits of any one of those genres'.
Too much tends to 'jut out past the borders ' (2001: 3) . Borders and limits, whether psychical, architectural or geographical, are precisely where horror plays itself out. But to gauge the uncontained horror of the text, familiar contours must be exploited and exhausted. The account's second 'editor' -and surrogate reader -is consumed by the writing and horror that envelops him: a nameless dread insistently dogs his efforts to shape the fragments left by the mysterious old man -Zampanò -who had researched and 6 prodigiously commented on the case. Multiple, reflexive reference, an excess of evidence, criticism and commentary, madden and disorient him: he continues, pressed by 'some misunderstood desire to finish The Navidson Record ' (2001: 297) . To close the torturous and complex text would turn its spatial involutions into an object delimited in space and time and allow the young part-time Los Angeles tattooist, Johnny Truant, to disarm dangerously animate effects into safe dead letters: to 'reinter this thing in a binding tomb', contain horrifying vitality, 'make it only a book ' (2001: 327) . Thus to catalogue and shelve it, fix it with genre. Long literary labours effect the opposite: writing envelops, displaces, horrifies.
Not even popular forms screen the horror: 'old shelters' (television, magazines, movies are cited) 'won't protect you anymore'. Words provide no succour: try 'scribbling' and then 'you'll discover you no longer trust the very walls you always took for granted ' (2001: xxii) .
Text makes space violable, mutable, insecure. To want book as object is like wanting a securely demarcated world of words and things: 'I wanted a closed, inviolate and most of all immutable space ' (2001: xix) . By way of negatives and beyond the generic contours that allow some bearing to be taken, horrorspace starts to emerge: 'uncontained', slipping limits, categories and classifications, not fixed, bounded or unchanging.
The house is not a safe space, nor does it even comfort being with an expansive nothingness. 8 A domestic space constitutes the primary locus of horror, recalling a tradition of ghostly and gothic tropes. Uncanny effects are readily evinced, theories in support. 7 Horrorspace in House of Leaves begins with the appearance of a hallway where no hallway should be. And an impossible empirical observation: when measured between its internal walls, the house is slightly larger on the inside than the size of the external walls, the former exceeding the latter 'by ¼" ' (2001: 30) . Such a small difference opens to immensity.
Experienced explorers try to plumb the impossible space, travelling for days along passageways, through rooms, halls, down huge staircases, only to find more space unfolding before them: an 'even larger entrance', 'an even greater void ' (2001: 84) . Windowless and dark, space weighs heavy; they lose bearings without finding centre or outside, their 'desire for exteriority', apparently 'amplified by the utter blankness found within', thwarted by internal dimensions 'spawning yet another endless series of empty rooms and passageways, all with walls potentially hiding and thus hinting at a possible exterior ' (2001: 119 components (2001: 378) . Science baffled by its own measurement, the imagination thwarted in the face of unending darkness, representation collapses in labyrinthine complexity and reduplication -in a minimal fissure, the void of one wall.
The space between one wall is briefly occupied by Karen Navidson, in and outside the house at the same time, 'trapped between two thresholds ' (2001: 347) . It is experienced during attempts to record explorations on film: metaphorically encapsulating an entire life as the 8 gap between two frames; written out, an 'aftermath' to meaning, a few words at a time, over several pages, 'A life time finished between the space of two frames. The dark line where the eye persists in seeing something that was never there To begin with ' (2001: 196-205 The density of media criticism that makes it real, however, is further complicated: first, a prize-winning photojournalist is trying to capture 'the most difficult subject of all: the sight of darkness itself' and, second, the editor analysing the footage is 'blind as a bat ' (2001: xxi) .
Inconsistency -visual medium and invisible subject -underlines impossibility to disclose the active emptiness of the novel as a labyrinth of self-reference and self-fabrication: evacuating reality as it constructs documentary realism, it openly celebrates its own vacuity and fictional artifice while reiterating a central empty topos as its own creation, its own selfdefining presence-absence effect. From Navidson's film to Zampanò's identity, reality is extracted by duplicitous self-reference. Further reverberations hollow out Truant:
attempting to finish the project, find a grain of truth to underpin it and to maintain his own sense of self, he is increasingly consumed by doubts about the existence of any reality 11 whatsoever, even his own. Fiction has cast a pervasive and inescapable net over everything. Evacuated of identity and reality, dissolved in a rippling web of fiction, the only touch of substance comes from an invisible and horrifying absence evoked by the inventive and entangled tissues of textual allusion and metaphoric material. 12 The housevoid is made up of 'inky darkness ' (2001: 155) . Ink and menace shape Truant's horrifying experience in the tattoo parlour, his feeling of being attacked by that ragged clawed beast conjoined with a The materiality of print that is highlighted -ink imprinting skin and page -also informs his image of his unspecified 'darkest angel' and 'horror of horrors' in whose wings he becomes enfolded: those wings are 'black as ink ' (2001: 327) . Feeling increasingly textual, his one material guarantee is also reflexive: ink and paper. The Navidson Record discloses a curious interdependence: 'I'm its source, the one who feeds it, nurses it back to health -but not 12 life, I fear -bones of bond paper, transfusions of ink, genetic encryption in xerox ' (2001: 326) . His identity is but a mirror effect and material image of the text: he, too, in nurturing the fragments that feed on him, is no more than paper-skin, blood-ink, Xerox-code, a replication in a chain of replication.
Replication reduces things to the same image and simultaneously reiterates it, a collapse and expansion at once. Expanding references, but within one book: lists upon lists of names, of writers, articles, books (many actual, many fabricated) piled up in footnote upon footnote, an obsessive attempt to uncover the secret of the house by burying it in critical references also seems to curtail, embrace, pre-empt and exhaust interpretation before it can begin, in the manner of Alasdair Gray's Poor Things (1992) Text suddenly opens out and closes up. Reality is affirmed -the text exists -and scattered to the wind: its existence is both general and unspecified, its provenance obscure. Origins and authority are simultaneously verified and contradicted, subjected to two incompatible sources at once, scholarly bibliomania and digital replication. A shared delusion, a madness of writing, in which printed leaves return to the same text while radiating across another medium. 13 In the process, however, ideas of originality cede to anonymous online dissemination, organic matter (leaves, paper) scattered and reassembled as electronic bits, downloaded and printed, closely read and discussed in numerous different sites. Is each audience member another Johnny Truant, replicating the gesture of discovering a manuscript beyond his own and doing it time and time again? Is it some kind of infinite mirroring, seeing himself, over and over again, mise en abyme, or a fractal iteration of algorithmic fragments repeated and reassembled like pixels in no-space, the same image forming and circulating in different places at once? 14 its own media-materiality in its avowed attention to paper, ink, typography, while writing about other forms, from film, to television, Internet and code, it 'attempts to eat all other media ' (2002: 781) . But at a cost: the subject it saves can no longer consider its self an external or independent agent and origin since consciousness is 'evacuated as source' and recovered as 'mediated subjectivity ' (2002: 785) . Even the void is an effect of mediation: it 'creates an absence at the centre of the presence manufactured by the multiple layers of interpretation ' (2002: 787-88) . While nothing is present, absence assumes substance: In both readings, mediation and voiding are crucial. Before any sense of subjectivity or literature can be recuperated, an evacuation of prior mediations (including writing) makes affect predominate over reality. But where is the horror? The novel is only 'camouflaged as a haunted house tale' (Hayles 2002: 779 ). Yet its deployment of 'low' literary techniques seems inseparable from its indulgence in higher modes of textual jouissance (supposing, after postmodernism, such distinctions are at all viable). Articulating different modes of reading, horror, if nothing more, enables both the registration of a palpable void and a powerful, anxious sense of ungraspable presence, an affective limit at which energies can expend themselves and, rebounding, return to something that feels like subjectivity and reality. 16 As fictional and affective ground to groundless mediation, generic limits enable a negative sketch of boundless horror. Final shots, like early comments, recall genre: the sequence filmed after the family's removal to a New England town is taken at the end of October: 'Halloween. Jack O'lanterns. Vampires, witches, and politicians. A whole slew of eight year old ghouls haunting the streets of Dorset, plundering its homes for apples and MilkyWays, all while tossing up high-pitched screams into the sparkling blackness forever closing above them ' (2001: 527) . Happy, familiar scenes of darkness, dressed up appropriately and safely: horrorspace is contained or expunged; the failed 'shelters' of form and formula have, it seems, been repaired. The narrative commentary reads comforting generic reflexivity differently, insisting on a higher aesthetic tone. The scene 'gives a wink to the genre his work will always resist but invariably join' but does not finish 'with the caramel covered face of a Caspar the friendly ghostly'; more artistic, it insists on an image of lasting 20 truth: 'he focuses on the empty road beyond, a pale curve vanishing into the woods where nothing moves and street lamp flickers on and off until at last it flickers out and darkness sweeps in like a hand ' (2001: 527-28) . Another image of darkness, another visual presentation of (non-)representation (a return to the haunting image of the house-void), more artistic perhaps, yet still a gothic chiaroscuro. Neither one nor other works alone, the interplay is crucial: reflexive at two levels, the relation between the scenes' more and less generic recognizability establishes the difference and the affect.
Reflexivity is not an aesthetic property reserved for literature: horror fictions since the eighteenth century repeatedly reflect on their textual status and form as discovered manuscripts (or film footage), reflect on their provenance, readership, and the witnesses, informants, letters, historical documents or empirical evidence that secure their veracity and elongate their mystery. Indeed, repetition-escalation of familiar generic forms and effects defines the excess of horror and circumlocutes the potent and fabricated fictional absence around which it turns, the screaming, fainting or shuddering bursts of intense and voiding affect that it evokes. Two registers -formulaic and reflexive -accompany horror.
When Karen Navidson is captured on camcorder in a bedroom she is manifestly unaware of horror unfolding behind her and on-screen: only the wall is in focus, on which children's pictures hang; it suddenly 'vanishes into an inky blackness ' (2001: 417 return, via horror, to literature in order to save its modern subject, then its engagement must be both naïve and parodic, riven by a curious birth that always duplicates images of death. Any return to horror does not get beyond its dynamics of excess and exhaustion, limit and repulsion, but is threatened with the same fate, wearing out in the very excess of subjective, cultural and generic limits. Without form, limits disappear, excess meaningless.
Constructing potent absence from medial layers to engender effects of the real (intense affect notably) remains tied to the digital contemporaneity and postmodern crises that it attempts to encompass and exhaust, not so much wearing out the 'tired' games of simulation but activating them against themselves, a fourth order of hyper-real selfreference turning on and to a modern third order in which simulacra indicate absence (Baudrillard 1983: 11) . Its return to literature and subjectivity is thoroughly marked by the conditions it proposes to escape: returning to the terrors of literary modernity frames any sense of nostalgia for disarming absence as a postmodern gesture -a nostalgia for the 22 nostalgia of the absence of narratives (Lyotard 1979: 41) 'like'. What is left when the horror of absence cedes to the absence of horror?
